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“If nothing else, value the truth”

St. Louis University High School, Friday, February 23, 2007

Moran’s proposal sparks
parking debate at forum
Andrew Mueth
Features Editor

Y

esterday’s Student Council forum
focused predominantly on English
teacher Rich Moran’s proposal for changes in the parking situation at St. Louis U.
High, a proposal offering parking preference to drivers of non-SUVs and pickup
trucks.
About 100 students and six teachers
attended the forum, all of whom received
copies of Moran’s proposal (see page 3 for
text). The proposal quickly sparked debate
from the students and faculty at the meeting.
Moran said, “What I really would like to
do is to somehow change people’s attitudes
about these big vehicles. I’d like to make
SLUH the epicenter of a movement that

uses the power of snobbery to discourage
the purchase and use of vehicles that degrade
the environment and create danger on the
roads.
“In other words,” he continued, “I’d like
to make it uncool for people to drive SUVs
and big trucks. I think the world will be a better place when we all feel about SUVs as we
now feel about mullets and combovers.”
He continued that while he is starting
a movement against these large vehicles,
he wants to put the movement in students’
hands. Students and faculty then took it into
their hands, weighing in on the idea.
Athletic Director Dick Wehner said that
as a father of ten, owning a Suburban and
a Durango is more efficient for his family
than any other means of transportation. He
went on to say that as the head of such a large

see FORUM, 10
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The senior class released 100 balloons after school Tuesday at a surprise party in honor of Ryan Hollingsworth’s last day of chemotherapy. Ryan’s mother, Donna, first proposed the event, which was organized by
several seniors. The attendees waited until Hollingsworth exited the building and, after a cheer of congratulations, they released the helium-filled balloons into the air.
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Physics B and C
courses to combine for ’07-’08
Peter Mackowiak
Core Staff

T

he St. Louis U. High science department has decided to change the current format of its physics program by reducing the number of available courses
from three to two. Beginning next school
year, physics students will choose from a
normal physics section and an Advanced
Placement (AP) section, instead of the
current AP, B, and C courses.
One improvement the change will bring
is that it will no longer be necessary to divide
students into B and C classes. Originally, the
C class was designed to be a more conceptual
course, while the B class would focus more on
mathematics. However, the science department increased the amount of mathematics
in the C course this year, which blurred the
distinction between the two courses.
Rising juniors found it difficult to decide
whether to take the B or C course. Students
will not have this problem next year, as the
normal physics course will be the only option
besides AP Physics.
The normal class will provide students
with a blend of qualitative and quantitative
material, as well as many hands-on learning opportunities such as labs, according to
science department chair Eric LaBoube. He
added, “We feel that not (one of our students)
isn’t capable of taking this course.”
This statement does not apply to the
current AP Physics class, however. The
challenging course meets six days per week
and delves into more high-level multi-step
problems than the B or C classes. These

see PHYSICS, 10
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There and block again: S L U H t e a m
t h e c u r i o u s s c h e d u l e finishes third in
Brian Bettonville
Staff
Knowledge Bowl
T
George Boston
he strange scheduling anomaly that is
Block Week makes its quarterly appearance next week. After weeks of regular schedule, the minds of St. Louis U.
High students cannot help but puzzle as
to why this takes over our school for two
days.
The origins of block week can be traced
back to the North Central self-study held in
1999, when a scheduling committee was
formed to investigate different schedules. It
was at this time that the schedule was changed
from a six to a seven-period one. The school
added ten minutes to the beginning and end
of the day and shortened each class by three
minutes to make room for the extra period.
The idea of an everyday block schedule
for SLUH was brought up at the time but it
was quickly rejected. Assistant Principal for
Administrative and Technological Services

Tom Becvar said, “The block schedule we did
not feel was appropriate for our school.”
Becvar also cited the foreign language
and mathematics departments, where classes
need to meet every day, as reasons for the
rejection. Another possible problem would
have been losing Advanced Placement
courses.
“The block schedule goes more in depth,
but doesn’t cover the breadth (of material
necessary for AP exams),”said Becvar.
Former English department chair Chuck
Hussung then submitted the original idea that
eventually became the schedule as a response
to an appeal sent out by the committee.
Hussung felt that it would be “institutionally disheartening” to have had a hard-working scheduling committee without making
any essential changes in the schedule other
than just another period. Hussung’s plan
involved block schedule occurring twice a
quarter. In his original plan, the second day

see BLOCK HEAD, 7

Fathers and sons bond at Rec Night

Alum Service Corps member John
Penilla, who normally supervises the pool
hall and worked the Father-Son Rec Night
everal hundred students and their fa- last Monday, described the hall as “busier
thers gathered at St. Louis U. High than usual, (the students were) a little more
for the annual Fawell-behaved.”
ther-Son Rec Night
He also joked, “It
last Monday. The
sounds like there
event strives to
are more nickel ofprovide a wholefenses (than usual.
some environment
It was) probably
for students and
the dads.”
fathers to socialize
On the other side
in an atmosphere
of the school, many
of
competition
others gathered for
and fun. Particibasketball, puttpants gathered in
putt golf, washers,
the Danis lobby,
baseball pitching,
the
gymnasium,
and refreshments.
Senior John Hagerty shoots pool with his
father at the Father/Son Rec Night on Monday.
and the SLUH rec
One event that garroom for activities
nered significant interest was the baseball
ranging from washers to ping pong to rifle pitching. A portion of the SLUH gymnasium
shooting.
was allotted for fathers and sons alike to
In the SLUH basement fathers and sons test their pitching speed with a radar gun.
gathered for rifle shooting, pool, ping-pong, President David Laughlin even tested his
and foosball. These activities drew much own abilities and threw a 52-mile per hour
enthusiasm, as both the rifle range and the fastball.
see REC&ROLL, 7
pool hall were full almost to capacity.

Dan Zdrodowski
Reporter

S

Reporter

F

our St. Louis U. High students competed last Friday in the St. Louis Metropolitan Black History Knowledge Bowl,
an academic contest held in honor of Black
History Month.
Under the helm of coach Tom Zinselmeyer, The CarterG.Woodsonbills racked
up 450 team points before falling to Metro
Classical and Academic in the semifinals.
The team, consisting of sophomores Malik
Brown, C. David Jones, and Joe Zanaboni
and freshman Marcus Wright, showed well
indeed, with Zanaboni and Brown placing
third and fourth, respectively, as individual
scorers, despite not playing in the final
round.
The Knowledge Bowl, held each February at Harris Stowe State University, was
founded four years ago by SLUH Director
of Diversity Robert Evans, who still directs
the Bowl. He was assisted this year by SLUH
chemistry teacher Eric Jefferson. Evans cited
the lack of major sporting events in February as his inspiration: “In January the focus
is the Super Bowl, in March, it’s college
basketball, and Febuary is Black History
Month, and I’m a big fan of trivia, so I was
like, ‘well, I’ll put together a black history
knowledge bowl.’”
The Bowl started with only Cardinal
Ritter College Prep and SIU-E Charter
school participating but has grown to include
10 area high schools, such as Nerinx Hall,
Ladue Horton Watkins High, and Metro
Classical and Academic.
According to Evans, the goal of the
competition is to “bring diverse groups of
students together to celebrate history, and
while it’s specifically black history, black
history is American history, is European history, is women’s history, is world history, and
it’s important for students to know that.”
Evans also values highly the social element of the event, calling it an opportunity
for “students to build bridges with students
they might not normally interact with.”

see KNOWLEDGE, 7


Moran’s proposal raises questions of responsibility

February 23, 2007

Jim Santel
News Editor

M

Commentary

r. Moran’s proposal yesterday that the administration give
parking privileges to those who don’t drive SUVs or large
trucks to school sparked discussion around the school, an encouraging sign of progress for the STUCO forums. However, much of
what I heard said about Mr. Moran’s idea seemed to demonstrate
a disturbing lack of good sense from the student body.
Mr. Moran’s plan is in part a motion against global climate
change, which is now an undeniable truth. Earlier in the month, a
panel of international scientists said that no matter how much action
humans take, global warming will continue for years to come, and
that humans were “very likely” the cause of global climate change.
According to an article by the Associated Press about the conference,
the scientists’ report said that “man-made emissions of greenhouse
gases are to blame for fewer cold days, hotter nights, heat waves,
floods and heavy rains, droughts and stronger storms.” The panel
projected that sea levels will rise from anywhere between seven
and 23 inches by the end of the century, and forecast that the global
temperature will rise 3-7 degrees Fahrenheit. The report said that
Arctic sea ice may disappear “almost entirely” in the summer by
the end of the century.
Many people met Mr. Moran’s proposal with flat rejection,
deeming it unpractical and unfair. Certainly, the plan isn’t perfect.
There are many variables that the administration should examine
in considering Moran’s proposal. For instance, as Mr. Kuensting
pointed out at the forum, an SUV fully loaded with six or seven
passengers is much more environmentally efficient than a smaller
car occupied only by the driver. Many students cited the fact that

the average high school student has little to no say in what vehicles
his family purchases. Some said that their location made carpooling
impractical.
All of these are valid points, but do they justify characterizing
Moran’s plan as a “punishment” to those who drive SUVs, as so
many did during and after the forum? Is it truly a punishment to
walk a few hundred feet further in the interest of the environment?
And couldn’t this possibly be part of Mr. Moran’s plan—that the
incentive of closer parking might cause students with SUVs to
carpool with those who do have smaller cars?
Beneath the din of condemnations of Mr. Moran’s proposal was
the quieter grumbling of those who feared the loss of that hallowed,
inalienable right of all SLUH fourth years—Senior Parking. Under
Mr. Moran’s proposal, some asked, wouldn’t Senior Parking be lost?
But perhaps these students haven’t realized that the new parking
lot has effectively killed Senior Parking, which, given the new
lot’s distance from the building, isn’t much of a privilege anymore
anyways.
Even if Mr. Moran’s proposal is unfeasible, it doesn’t deserve
to be harshly disparaged and quickly forgotten. Mr. Moran’s plan
should at the very least steer us to other ways that we at SLUH can
help to counter climate change and act out our responsibility as
stewards of the earth.
Al Gore has aptly called global warming “an inconvenient truth.”
American society is one of convenience, in which the greater good
is often forgone in favor of individual benefit. And here at SLUH,
we are often called upon to be countercultural, to become “more
flexible and open to other points of view,” and to “confront

see SANTEL, 11

Moran’s Proposed Resolution for STUCO

Since the philosophy of St. Louis U. High calls upon us to be men for others
and
since SUVs and large pick-up trucks (with their weight and height) create dangers on the roads for other drivers
and
since SUVs and large pick-up trucks consume gas in a way that moves the United States toward more extreme dependence on other
nations and in this way distorts the nation’s foreign policy
and
since SUVs and large pick-ups emit more pollutants to make the local air less healthy
and
above all, since the exorbitant gas consumption of SUVs and large pick-ups results in the excessive emission of greenhouse gases that
intensify the dangers of climate change
STUCO calls upon the administration to grant parking advantages to cars that are neither SUVs nor large pickups.
We ask that this system of incentives and disincentives apply to both the student and the faculty and staff parking lots.
We propose that this change take place in six months so that, in the intervening period, students can use their influence to discourage
families from purchasing SUVs and large pick-ups.
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The flame has gone out, but in- Junior round
cinerator still lurks in basement table discusses
Matt Bettonville
Staff

So why would our law-abiding school
contain an object with such potential for leown in the seldom seen basement of gal misconduct? Backer Memorial, SLUH’s
the Jesuit wing, there lurks a mysteri- current campus, was founded in 1924. The
ous entity unbeknownst to the majority of area where the incinerator lies was annexed
in 1947. At that
the student body.
time, the burnThis seven-foot
ing of trash was
tall brick menstill legal. When
ace reeks of the
the Jesuit priests
past,
decades
had garbage lyremoved from
ing around their
its proper place
living quarters,
in time.
they would simA dust-covply toss it in the
ered black metal
incinerator.
door on the mysFurterious structure
thermore, local
reads “Kerneragovernments
t o r. ” F u r t h e r
provided fewer
down the panel,
This Kernerator shall burn no more.
waste disposal
this is revealed as
a contraction of Kerner Incinerator Co., an methods at the time. Without trash trucks to
organization that has been out of business for collect refuse, people had to resort to other
decades. The incinerator, an apparatus used in methods. Thus, an incinerator would have
the early and middle 1900s for burning trash, been a very practical and somewhat neceshas been out of use for years. Incineration sary item for waste disposal.
see JOHNNY CASH, 7
of household trash is now illegal.
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Freshman Thames impresses in poetry contest

“

Jim Margherio
Reporter

O

Captain! my Captain! our fearful
trip is done…” No doubt freshman
Quin Thames still feels like reciting this
line from Walt Whitman’s “O Captain!
My Captain!” After spending a restless and
eager two and a half weeks waiting to compete in the National Endowment for the
Arts and the Poetry Foundation’s “Poetry
Out Loud” national recitation contest.
The contest, held annually during the first
few months of the year, was started with the
hope that it would generate new enthusiasm
for the oral aspect of poetry. Judging by the
ever-increasing popularity of the contest in
high schools throughout the country, this goal
had been achieved. And thanks to the efforts
of English teacher and speech enthusiast.
Chuck Hussung, St. Louis University High
is now an active participant.
The journey started with a preliminary

contest at each individual school.
SLUH’s first place man was sophomore
Jack Erbs, who recited “The Gift” by LiYoung Lee in the contest held Feb 2. The
judges were
English teachers Barbara Osburg, Mark
Cummings, Principal Mary Schenkenberg,
and of course poetry contest helmsman Hussung.
Unfortunately, Erbs had to bow out of
the contest because of scheduling conflicts
because of his obligation to Hello Dolly!,
the Dauphin Players’ most recent production.
Second-place contestant Jack Dryden, a junior, bowed out for the same reason. Neither
would have been able to commit the time for
the semifinals which were to be held at 4:00
on Feb. 13.
So the position fell to third place Thames,
a very gifted amateur orator, who wowed the
judges with his recitation of “Casey at the

see PRUFROCK, 7

motto, banner
Dan Everson
Core Staff

M

embers of the Class of 2008 gathered in room 215c after school last
Thursday for the class’s second roundtable meeting of the year. After invigorating discussion at the first round-table in
December, at which juniors tackled topics
like Facebook, Student Council forums,
and the master calendar’s role at St. Louis
U. High, junior leaders were eager to host
another meeting.
According to junior pastoral officer
Brett DeLaria, about 45 juniors attended the
meeting, which was chaired by junior social
officer Eric Lampe. Junior class moderator
Mary Russo also attended the round-table,
managing juniors’ orders for post-meeting
pizza, as well as contributing some ideas to
the discussions.
The meeting began with a brainstorming
session on the design of the junior class’s
seni banner, which will replace the current
seniors’ banner at the Junior Ring Mass on
May 4. The juniors pondered possible ways
to differentiate their design from previous
banners’, especially considering the incorporation of photos of each individual in the
banner’s design. After talking design for a
long while, the juniors changed focus to their
class motto, to be displayed prominently on
the banner.
Many of these early suggestions emphasized unity. Some juniors, as with the banner
design, aimed for a more original theme. For
example, Stephen Kelly suggested a motto
incorporating images of water.
Closing discussion centered on how
juniors could improve their class masses.
Liturgical music sparked the talk. Since the
first quarter, junior band Rock G-G-G-G-us
(Rock for Jesus) has played Christian rock
music at junior class Masses in an effort to
draw more students into the Mass. However,
participation has not noticeably increased
because so few students know the Christian
rock songs played at Mass. The juniors then

see ROUND TABLE, 7
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Puckbills knocked out of playoffs by Chaminade
February 23, 2007

Falling behind early catches up with Bills

Matt Beezley
Reporter

T

he 2006-07 ice hockey season ended
last Monday for the SLUH club, as
they lost 6-2 to archrival Chaminade. The
Jr. Bills lost both games to the Red Devils
in the quarterfinals of the Challenge Cup,
ending the season for the Icebills.
The squad faced off against Chaminade
in the first game of the three-game series last
Friday. Although the Jr. Bills were able to
hang with the No. 2-ranked Red Devils, and
even outshot their counterparts, they couldn’t
seem to find the twine. The same couldn’t be
said of Chaminade, who jumped out to a 3-0
start before SLUH could rebound. SLUH’s
only goal of the night came on a rebound
shot from junior Matt Beezley, and the game
ended in a 5-1 loss.
After a light skate Monday afternoon,
the SLUH club stepped into the undersized
locker room at Queeny Park that night hop-

Rossbills

ing for a victory to force the series into a
mini-game.
Chaminade once again jumped ahead,
scoring early in the first period. Unlike
the previous match, however, the Jr. Bills
responded quickly. A.J. Koller deked three
Chaminade players and slid the puck past
CCP goaltender Ian Frenzel’s pads, tying
the game at one.
The Jr. Bills hoped to build off of the
goal and take the lead for the first time in
the series, but the Red Devils scored their
second goal of the night to go ahead 2-1.
The Busiebills, refusing to give up, tied
the game again when Dan Steck let loose
with a twine-seeking missile, evening the
game at two.
Despite renewed hope for the Jr. Bills,
Chaminade scored their third of the night
late in the second period. SLUH coach Ray
Knapp elected to clean the ice in between

fall

to

the second and third periods, allowing the
exhausted Jr. Bills squad a much-needed
rest.
Although the Jr. Bills opened up the
third period with an even more aggressive
forecheck in a last-ditch effort to prolong a
CCP victory, they were unable to score, and
fell to the Red Devils, 6-2.
The Jr. Bills finished the season with
a 12-11-2 record, quite a feat considering
the youth of the team and the strength of
schedule.
The squad would like to thank the team’s
seniors: Koller, Steck, Drew Nawrocki, assistant captain Scott Chesnek, and captain
Chris Place. The team extends its gratitude
to head coach Charlie Busenhart for another
successful season. Most of all, the team
would like to thank the fans, who showed up
throughout the entire season with cowbells,
horns, and t-shirts.

Vi a n n e y,

DeSmet

End season with loss to Griffins in districts, 48-37

Harry Pettey
Reporter

T

he St. Louis U. High basketball team
went 0-3 this past week against tough
MCC rivals, with two games against Vianney and one against DeSmet.
The Jr. Bills met Vianney on their court
Feb. 9 for the second time this season, with
SLUH looking for another win. Despite
a hard-fought battle, the Bills fell by two
points, 53-51.
The Basketbills had a 19-12 lead at
half. After halftime, Vianney came out
showing no mercy and outscored the Bills
15-6 in the third quarter and 16-13 in the
fourth. Outstanding performances by three
seniors—Geno McNeil with 23 points and
four steals, Andre Craig with 12 points and 11
rebounds, and Joe Anderson with six points,
14 rebounds, and 5 blocks—could not save
the game. The Junior Bills dropped to 1-1
against Vianney.
This past Friday, the Bills took on

DeSmet for the second time. DeSmet came
out firing on all cylinders, going on a 10-0
run to start out game. The Bills regained
their composure and ended the game with
45 points, but that was not enough to beat
DeSmet.
Jack Kelly commented on the game:
“Our shots weren’t falling; theirs were …
It just wasn’t our night.”
The final score was 62-45, with SLUH
slipping to 0-2 against DeSmet this season.
Junior Andy Hill led the team with
nine points, followed by junior Eric Devlin
with eight points. The Basketbills were outrebounded 39-22 and shot only 28 percent
from the floor, to DeSmet’s 54 percent.
Junior Dan Niese said, “The shots that
fell for us all year didn’t. … It was frustrating to see key players struggle.”
This past Tuesday, the Jr. Bills tipped
off against Vianney for the third time this
season, this time in districts in a must-win

situation. Vianney came out strong and put
the Bills behind by nine at the end of the first
quarter. The Bills cut the lead to five late in
the game, but Vianney proved to be too much
for the Bills. The team fought hard but could
never get the lead and lost 48-37.
McNeil once again led the team with 12
points, seven rebounds, and three steals. The
next highest scorer was Devlin with eight
points. The Rossbills lost to Vianney twice
in two weeks, putting them 1-2 against Vianney this season, and ending the season with
a heartbreaking seven-game losing streak
that started against Gateway on Jan. 3.

Attention All
Eagle Scouts:

The Prep News is looking to build a list of
SLUH Eagle Scouts. If you have achieved
this honor please let us know. Send a quick
e-mail or swing by the PN office and give us
your name (It’ll be your daily good turn).
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AncientGreecebills close season at State
Patrick Tracy
Reporter
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in the third period and began clicking on
his tiring opponent. Andrew worked two
takedowns, and on the second takedown
was able to turn his opponent in the painful
Brands. Austermann’s late comeback was
not enough to overcome Bazdresch, though,
and he fell 14-4.
Ken Homan (189 lbs.) faced off against
a much stronger opponent and was worked
over for three periods. Ken was even picked
up and dropped at one point in the match, and
was pinned with 1:30 left in the match.
Though Homan was worked over, his

paper on the state tourney mats.
After Barton held the score at gooseggs
he LifeIsAHighwaybills trekked out
through the first, Higgs reversed off bottom,
to Columbia last weekend for the
and Barton escaped for a 2-1 score in the
MSHAA state wrestling tournament. Four
second.
Jr. Billikens—Andrew Mueth, Andrew
In the third period, Barton escaped off
Austermann, and juniors James Barton
bottom for a 2-2 score to induce overtime.
and Ken Homan—worked their craft on
Higgs shot deep in overtime, but Barton
the mats at the Mizzou Arena.
smartly sprawled and circled for the 4-2 win,
Andrew Mueth (135 lbs.) wrestled first
exhausted and overjoyed.
against Daniel Breit of Raymore-Peculiar.
Austermann stepped onto the mat against
Breit shot first, took down Mueth, and threw
a well-seeded opponent from Kickapoo. They
in legs. Mueth wasn’t amused and stood up
“wrestled evenly for the first
right away, but the referee called the
two periods,” said the SLUH
situation dangerous because his opcaptain, but in the third period
ponent was off the ground.
“I used the wrong moves and
After Mueth returned to the
put myself in a stupid posibottom position for the restart, Breit
tion.”
continued his leg riding and pinned
The Kickapoo wrangler
Mueth with legs and a crossface after
then took advantage of AusMueth valiantly fought off the optermann’s position and pinned
posing tentacles. The loss was a hard
him for his first and only pin
break for Mueth, as Breit went on to
loss of the season.
place second in the tourney.
Homan was taken down
James Barton (160 lbs.) foland released in the first before
lowed his fallen captain against Jacob
being taken down and pinned
Guernsey from Joplin. The first period
in the second period.
started with the two titans setting up
All but Barton were now
shots with vicious head grabs, but
eliminated from the state
Guernsey countered Barton’s head
tournament. The HungryHunJames Barton takes down his Lindbergh opponent in overtime to win an
pressure when he spun for a takedown
exhilarating match at last weekend’s state tournament.
grybills feasted like kings that
and three back points on Barton in a ripcord determination on bottom caused one fan of night in their new domain, Applebees, but all
his opponent’s to say, “(Ken is) one tough felt proud that their losses came to opponents
tilt.
The duo started in the second period, kid.”
who later placed or were in the top seeds of
Because the men of SLUH all lost their their weight class.
but Guernsey was too fast for Barton and
took him down but released him. Guernsey first match, they wrestled again Thursday
The 160 lb. first round wrestlebacks
maintained control by working a five point night.
came up  Friday evening, and the Jr. Bills
Mueth lead the team in its efforts to stay cheering section was seated right down front
takedown/back points combo to end the
alive in the tournament, facing a man from for the showdown.
second period up 12-1.
Barton put in legs of his own in the third Rockbridge who was mad as a copperhead
After an uneventful first, Barton started
period, but was reversed and pinned after after losing his first match in state and was down in the second, escaped at the bound“very strong and pretty quick.”
desperately bridging.
ary, but was taken down when his opponent
The Rockbridge opponent struck fast rolled on his head and took Barton down.
The StayinAlivebills continued their
wrestling when Andrew Austermann (171 and struck often as he tech fell Mueth 21-6
In the third Barton cut his opponent
lbs.) faced Robert Bazdresch of Kirkwood. after a period and a half.
to work takedowns from neutral position.
In the tournament, Mueth faced off Barton’s heart was not enough as Truman
Austermann easily defended against Bazdresch’s deep shot when he sprawled and against the second and third place medalists ran the third period with his speed and fancy
backed out of it. Austermann fought back respectively, and had no reason to be mad wrestling as Barton fell 13-5.
with a front headlock, but was then thrown about his losses.
Mueth saw the season as “a building
Barton encountered an old friend in season (so that) a lot of guys will be a lot
in a head-and-arm. Austermann tried a single
leg, but he was thrown as he continued his his second round match versus Nick Higgs. more experienced next year. Homan and
Higgs had beaten Barton earlier in the year Barton will also be so hungry to go back
attack.
Austermann shook off his frustration at the Vianney tourney, but records are only
see GRAPPLE, 11
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BLOCKhead

(from 2)
included a two-hour Activity Period. The idea
was designed to give the students a “beautiful leisure,” as well as free up time to have
multiple class Masses or an all-school Mass.
This lengthy period was removed from the
schedule fairly quickly, however.
“We’re a place that’s more about accomplishment than leisure,” said Hussung. “We
didn’t use (the activity period) very well.”
Hussung also mentioned his approval of the
school’s usage of the time for department
meetings.
Becvar said that the addition of block
days started out as “an experiment.” He later

REC&ROLL

(from 2)
Although there have been rec nights at
SLUH since the 1960s, organizers estimate
that last Monday’s was the fifteenth in the
Presidents Day Father-Son format. Additionally, last Monday marked the second FatherSon rec night for SLUH President David
Laughlin. Laughlin said, “It is good to see
fathers and sons playing … it’s fun.”
The night was considered a success by
many of the rec night’s organizers. Father’s
Club President Mark Wilhelm commented
that “(the night) was going great… the
pool hall (was) full… the Rifle range (was)
full.”

KNOWLEDGE

(from 2)
While not directly involved with the
SLUH team, Evans was impressed with its
performance. According to Evans, the SLUH
team that won the event last year was “a
senior-dominated team, and this year, it was
three sophomores and a freshman, and they
still made it to the semifinals, so I know Mr.
Zinselmeyer is excited about the future.”

Billiken Briefings

The film club will be showing the outrageously hilarious For Your Consideration today in 220c after school. Bring
your appetite for a quality Christopher
Guest film.
Congratulations to senior Kyle McCollom, winner of the 2007 Archbishop
May Service Award! See full story next
week

News
said, “Since then they’ve just been in the
calendar.”
After some complaints, a survey that was
given to each faculty member individually
instead of the previous method of surveying
by departments revealed that only about one
third of the faculty preferred having the time
used for block day. However, the administration decided that it would be more important
to keep the schedule for teachers who truly
needed it to do certain activities than to have
students deprived of these activities.
The issue came up once again in a series
of meetings in the summer of 2004. The
committee surveyed students and faculty

JOHNNY CASH
(from 4)
Once the burning of trash was outlawed
due to excessive pollution and the danger of
having open flames in the home, it would
seem that all incinerators would disappear.
However, this incinerator, now an illicit,
obsolete, and seemingly primitive household
appliance, remains in our building. “It’s
sealed up,” assures SLUH Maintenance
Director Ray Manker, who occupies an office
in the Jesuit wing, “And there’s no chimney
to the roof anymore.” The incinerator has
therefore been reduced to little more than
a decoration reminiscent of the school’s
past.
St. Louis U. High, the oldest private
Catholic high school west of the Mississippi
River, has a rich history. The old incinerator is just another reminder of how long its
tradition for excellence has stood.

Round table

(from 4)
suggested ways—such as a screen with lyrics projected onto it—to help students learn
and sing the songs at Mass. More broadly,
the juniors discussed how to improve mass
participation and enthusiasm in general.
Shortly afterward, Russo brought in the
Papa John’s, and discussion gradually came
to a close as eating pizza became the hungry
juniors’ primary goal.

The Alumni Board is sponsoring a sports trivia
night (for adults ONLY) to benefit the Dom
Calacci Scholarship fund on Saturday, March 3.
Doors open at 6 p.m., trivia begins at 7 p.m. Cost
is $180 per team (max 6 players per team). For
more info, visit www.sluh.org/alumni/


and explored alternative schedules at other
schools. A faculty survey revealed that many
teachers enjoy having block days come up
for activities that take longer than the allotted
class time.
“The conclusion that we came to (from
the surveys) was that most people liked the
schedule that they had even though there
were a variety of schedules,” said Principal
Mary Schenkenberg. “We did not at that time
end up doing a major change in our present
schedule.”

PRUFROCK
(from 4)
Bat” by Ernest L. Thayer. But it turned out
Thames would also have to wait his turn. The
semifinals were delayed a week because of
the same weather that graced SLUH students
with a much-needed snow day. The contest
was pushed back to this Tuesday, Feb. 20.
When the day finally came, Thames
headed to the Regional Arts Commission
in the Loop for his bout with the rest of the
area’s hopefuls. And he rose to the challenge
admirably. His performances of “Casey at the
Bat” and “O Captain! My Captain!” earned
him a fourth place finish among seven other
participants. The freshman phenom Thames
was apparently the youngest student at the
semifinals, though they cannot be sure as
ages were not announced.
“I think I did very well, I am happy with
(my performance),” Thames said afterwards.
“It was a good experience.”
Hussung agreed that Thames did “a
brilliant job” and that he “is rightly proud
of himself.”
Of the two pieces Hussung said that
Thames’s recitation of “Casey” had improved
significantly from his performance at SLUH,
and that his recitation of “O Captain!” was
equally powerful.
“He needed to convince me that he was
grieving for this man, this great president,”
Hussung said, “and he convinced me.”
Though only the first place finisher, a
student from Nerinx, will go on to the state
competition, Thames definitely made the first
year of SLUH’s participation in this contest a
memorable one. Though there may be no joy
in Mudville, there certainly is at SLUH.

Photo Essay
February 23, 2007
Hello Dolly! told through pictures
Tryouts


All photos and text by
Photography Editor Matt Hubbard

(Right) Senior Peter Nigh performs a piece in front of Musical
Director Doc Koestner, Director Joe
Schulte, and Assistant Musical Director Matt Stewart. Each potential actor
had to sing either the song “Sunday
Clothes” or “Motherhood March.”
(Left, left to right) SLUH Directors Kathryn Yarman-Whitaker
and Joe Schulte and dance teacher
Simonie Bieber sit as a panel during
dance tryouts during the two weeks
before Christmas break. The dancers
had to perform a short excerpt from
the waiters’ dance from the show.

Practice

(Near left) Junior Pat
Probst and seniors Dan Pecher
and John Hussung rehearse the
song “It Takes a Woman.” The
Dauphin Players practiced for
the six weeks leading up to the
show from 4 to around 6:30
p.m. The last week before the
performances, “Tech Week,” the
cast practices with the orchestra
from 7 to 10:30 p.m.
(Far left) Senior John
Hussung practices his lines for
the role of Horace Vandergelter
on the passerelle (the walkway
at the edge of the stage), while
Stewart and Assistant Stage Manager Sam Leverenz work the computer that plays the music for
practices until an orchestra is later assembled for the pit in the background..

Warmups before the show

(Near right) Koestner conducts
vocal warm-ups in the half-hour before that night’s performance begins.
The entire cast gathers in the dance
studio, temporarily converted into a
dressing room.
(Far right) After vocal warm-ups
before each show, Schulte sat down
with the entire cast and gave them a
pep-talk. He then conducted a prayer
with petitions to St. Genesius, the
patron saint of actors, St. Joseph, the
patron saint of carpenters in honor
of stage crew, and St. Louis, the namesake of the school and the Dauphin of France, in whose honor the Dauphin Players took their
name.
see BROADWAY, 9
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Broadway
(from 8)



Backstage

(Top left) Actors spend offstage time in the upstairs hallway outside the Dance Studio. Actors took their cues to go on stage from a
T.V. monitor in the hallway and a speaker through which played everything that was said on stage.
(Top right, left to right) Oakville freshmen Natalie Bram, junior Pat Probst and Cor jesu senior Alicia Vallorani spend time in the
“wings” (the space just offstage) when they are not needed. The wings house most of the scenery, stage crew, and actors preparing to go
onstage.

Stage Crew
(Right) The unsung heroes of
Hello Dolly are the stage crew. Receiving neither applause nor praise
the stage crew mans all curtains,
flies (scenery and lights suspended
from the scenery), light/sound
boards, moves all scenery on
stage, and builds all the scenery
necessary for the production.
(Left) Like Spartans in war,
the stage crew’s discipline holds
the front lines as they prepare a
fly for Act II.

Final Product: Performance

(Far right) The dance
chorus performs in the song
“Sunday Clothes.” The dance
chorus was an integral part of
this production because there
is approximately 40 minutes
of dancing in the show Hello
Dolly.
(Near left) Dolly Levi
(John Burroughs senior Ana
Llewellyn) tries to distract
Horace Vandergelter (senior John Hussung) while Irene Molloy (Cor Jesu senior Maria Becvar) tries to get Cornelius Hackle (senior
Dan Pecher) and Barnaby Tucker (junior Pat Probst, not pictured) to get out of her closet and leave her shop without Vandergelter
seeing them. The entire scene, which includes the song “Motherhood,” is staged in an intricate and very Marx brothers way in order
for Hackle and Tucker to stay out of sight of Vandergelter in a very small space.
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FORUM

(from 1)
family, he often gets called “a waster of the
resources of the planet,” and is commonly
looked down on and laughed at for the size
of his family.
“I drive a Durango because, for one,
I’m six-foot-four and I weigh 300 pounds,
and two, I’ve got a lot of kids, and I need to
transport those kids. And they have friends,
and I need to transport their friends, so that’s
the reason why. So for us to put a blanket
statement out, ‘You drive an SUV so therefore
you are a bad guy,’ I think that’s snobby,”
said Wehner.
Senior Chris Place favored rewarding
carpooling students with the best spots.
Throughout the discussion, several other
students favored the same idea.
Moran questioned the enforceability of
a reward system based on carpooling before
senior Ryan Kotaska questioned the enforceability of any reward-based parking system,
noting the failure of efforts “as cut and dry”
as allowing seniors preferred parking.
Moran said that just as no law is perfect,
no policy will suit all students. There will
always be exceptions to the laws, people who
are left unhappy by the system, he said.
Biology teacher Steve Kuensting said,
“Minivans will hold more cargo than most
SUVs, they get better gas mileage, mileage
per pound of flesh, … and I pull a one-ton
camper with a minivan, because it’s a utility issue. … To say that you have to get a

News
Durango, I’ve gone on vacations with people
who pull their stuff in a Durango, and they
didn’t have as much space in their vehicle
with the same number of kids as I had.”
He passionately continued that very few
people use SUVs for pulling heavy loads,
despite that being the original purpose of
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those vehicles. He also mentioned the potential safety hazards posed by SUVs.
Junior Jim Santel defended the proposal,
saying, “Global climate change is a reality.
… It does require some discomfort, such as
maybe switching your vehicle size or having
to park further away for a plan like this. So I
just ask, before you dismiss it, consider that
in order to make the necessary changes, it
may inconvenience you a little bit, but it’s
the planet we’re talking about.”
Junior Eric Lampe suggested an educational seminar on global warming as a way
to educate the student body about possible

global warming.
Junior Peter Lucier supported rewards
for carpooling, calling it “something we do
have power over,” whereas few high school
students have much of a choice over what
cars they drive.
Other students agreed that Moran’s
proposal was lacking in that, beyond a clause
allowing six months before taking action, it
does not address the fact that many students
already own large vehicles and would not
buy another vehicle.
“An SUV that is carrying six kids to
school is more economical than a Geo Metro
carrying one kid,” said Kuensting. ‘I think
you need to cut that SUV driver a break.”
He continued to point out that a growing
number of cities have carpool-only lanes on
their highways, using that as an example of
rewarding carpoolers.
The discussion ended with Moran and
others agreeing that the “penalty” for driving an SUV or truck, as set by this policy,
involves simply walking a few hundred feet
more than others.
At 10:20 STUCO President Paul Merrill cut off the parking discussion and made
closing announcements regarding upcoming
formal dances and the annual travel raffle,
which begins in March.
The forum had begun with a brief discussion about dress code infractions and how
to get students to follow the code, with no
concrete conclusions reached.

taking the AP course if they are especially
interested.
In the past six years, the demanding
nature of the AP course has paid dividends
to students. Those who take the AP test at
the end of the course have performed spectacularly, averaging a score of over 4.5 out
of 5. While this average will likely dip with
more students in the class next year, LaBoube
feels this is a good thing.
“We felt that if more students are capable
of scoring, for example, a 3 on the test, then
they should have the opportunity to take the
AP (course),” said LaBoube.
While earning college credit is a big plus,
Baudendistel says that the larger benefit is
exposure to a college-level course. He added
that while the course has an AP label, it’s
closer to an accelerated version of the normal

physics course.
“Our concern is that students will be
scared off by the name ‘AP Physics,’” said
Baudendistel. “We think that (almost) half
of the physics students should (take the
course).”
The science department submitted their
proposal to the school administration towards
the end of last school year. They then began
meeting with the administration to examine
and edit the plan. After the details were sorted
out, the Instructional Council of department
chairs and principal Mary Schenkenberg
approved the proposal.
“The science department felt that
(switching to) two courses would provide
the students with the content in the most
accessible way, and we agreed,” said Schenkenberg.

A count of SUVs throughout the SLUH
campus during fourth period yesterday:
Student Lot: 85 SUVs out of roughly 320
SLUH cars
Oakland Lot: 21 SUVs out of 90 cars
Alley: 10 SUVs out of 36 cars
Total: 116 SUVs on the SLUH campus out
of 446 vehicles, a 26.0% SUV rate.
—Compiled by Charlie Landis and Paul
Merrill

PHYSICS
(from 1)
conditions have contributed to a falling
number of students in the AP class—in the
class’s first year in the 2000-2001 school
year, over 45 students enrolled in the class;
this year, there are only 28.
Next year, however, the AP class will
undergo a makeover. It will meet just five
times a week, and cover less content. It will
still be designed for high-achieving, interested students—sophomores with a B+ or
better in their first semester of chemistry are
recommended to take the course. This year,
108 sophomores have been recommended
for AP Physics.
Current AP Physics teacher Paul Baudendistel stresses that students shouldn’t feel
discouraged if they don’t meet the B+ level.
Instead, these students should still consider
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GRAPPLE

(from 6)
state.”
Mueth mentioned that SLUH had
“the most MCC qualifiers (four), and won
matches at sectionals late in the season when
it counted.”
Head coach Tim Curdt praised his
qualifiers “because just getting to state is an
accomplishment. (It means) you are in the
top 16 in the state.”
Curdt also commended Mueth as a twotime state qualifier, and noted that, “along
with Mueth, had Austermann won his first
match (at state) he wouldn’t have had to face
as hard of opponents and could have had his
name on the plaque.”
According to Curdt, Austermann
“wrestled solid and was on top all season,
and deserved the honorable mention rank he
got at the end of the season.”  
Looking forward to the ’07- ’08 season,
the WorkRealHardIntheOffseasonbills’ lineup will be dominated by seniors and juniors.
The team will fill up its lineup and Homan
and Barton will shoulder SLUH wrestling
into another strong showing at state.

SANTEL
(from 3)

some of the moral ambiguities embedded
in values promoted by Western culture,” as
the Graduate at Graduation says. Which of
these values does the rejection of Moran’s
proposal embody? How unfair is it to be
inconvenienced with carpooling or a longer
walk to school if it is for the overall benefit of
our planet? How can we call ourselves “men
for others” with this type of self-interest? In
the context of the global and universal values
that SLUH claims to endorse so passionately,
the inconveniences resulting from proposals
such as Moran’s are minor ones indeed.

News
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SLUH, Prep News featured
in world’s largest newspaper
Jerry Lakin
Core Staff

S

t. Louis U. High junior Dan Everson
received a letter this week from Akiko
Morikawa, staff writer for Japan’s largest newspaper, the Yomiuri Shimbun. The
letter was accompanied by a copy of the
newspaper, that contained a story about
the role of the Billiken at SLUH. The letter thanked librarian Elenora McCarthy,
theology teacher Matt Sciuto, and Everson for sharing information and photos
that helped her write the article. It also
included a copy of the article translated
into English and some information about
the Shimbun.
Last September, SLUH received a
package from Morikawa containing various
Billiken charms and memorabilia (see PN
volume 71, issue 10). She told of a Billiken
sculpture in the Tsutenkaku, a popular observation tower in Osaka. Soon after, Everson
started an e-mail correspondence with Morikawa exchanging information about the use
of the Billiken in both countries. On Jan. 22,

Morikawa’s article was printed in the Shimbun under the headline (translated to English
by Morikawa) “Billiken is cheerleading for
high school sports in the U.S.”
The article gives a short history of the
Tsutenkaku and the Billiken and describes
SLUH’s Billiken. It includes a photo of Connor Cole ‘06 and SLUHMO taken by Sciuto
and Everson’s explanations of SLUH cheers
and the role of the Billiken.
The information included with the letter
showed that the Yomiuri Shimbun is not only
the most read newspaper in Japan, but also the
entire world. It circulates 10,082,425 copies
each day. For comparison, USA Today only
circulates 2,310,000 copies.
Morikawa concludes her article inviting SLUH students to come celebrate the
Billiken’s 100th anniversary next year in
Japan, and she promises to treat anyone
who does to Osaka’s famous “kushikatsu,”
a fried dish of pork and vegetables cooked
with breadcrumbs. To read the full text of
the article, come to the Prep News office.

Remember that you are dust...

photo by matt hubbard

Please keep in
your prayers

The Prep News fondly remembers Allan
Patterson, who suffered a heart attack in his
sleep Wednesday morning and passed away.
Patterson, who retired eleven years ago, was
a SLUH maintenance worker for 25 years.
He was 67.

Senior Chris Place gives ashes to freshman Bryson Duvall during the Ash Wednesday mass. James
Knapp, S. J., was the celebrant. The mass featured senior Dan Zdrodowski playing a beautiful
guitar rendition of Jesu, Joy of Man’s Desire by J.S. Bach, and a homily by Knapp emphasizing real
reasons for fasting, opposed to rules for fasting.
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by Peter Mackowiak

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 23

Schedule H
IM Bball- Soph. vs. Faculty
Wellness Club Trivia (Gym)
Freshman Retreat
College Visits:
Kansas State University
V/B BB District Tourney (Feb. 17-24) @
Vianney

< $10,000
Calendar

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 26

Special Schedule
Orange Shirt Monday
Fr. Class Meeting
Spring Sports Begin
IM Bombardment- Gym
Cheese Sticks, Tony’s Pizza & Lil Charlies

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 27

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 24
Freshman Retreat

Block Schedule 1
HR begins 8 am
Special Wraps

SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 25

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 28

Latin Club Toga Party
Family Mass, 9:30 am
Block Week

Special Schedule
for Monday,
February 26

7:00-7:45
7:20			
7:45			
7:50-7:55
			
			
7:59-8:44
8:48-9:33
			
9:43-10:28
10:32-11:17
11:21-12:06
11:21-11:51
11:51-12:36
12:06-12:36
12:40-12:42	
12:42-1:27
1:31-2:16
			
2:16-3:00

Zero Hour
Mass in School Chapel
Warning Tone
Attendance/Prayer in
Homeroom- No Chapel
Prayer Service
Period 1
Period 2, Followed by
Announcements
Period 3
Period 4
Period 5a
Fr./Soph. Lunch
Period 5b
Jr./Sr. Lunch
Examen
Period 6
Period 7, Followed by
Announcements
Activity Period

Statistic of
the Week:

It would take 362.56 years to circulate
10,082,425 copies of the Prep News. Yomiuri
Shimbun circulates that many copies in one
day. See article page 11.

Block Schedule 2
HR begins 9:15 am
NHS Faculty/Staff App. Lunch

February 23, 2007
Feb. 23 - Mar. 2
ACES/PAL Sessions 6:30-8 pm
Boscos, Taco Salad

THURSDAY, MARCH 1

Schedule R
Chorus In-House Fieldtrip
College Visits:
Illinois University
Southern Illinois University- 		
		
Edwardsville

FRIDAY, MARCH 2

Jr.-Sr. Sno-Ball Dance @ Windows Off
Washington
College Visits:
U.S. Air Force Academy

Win Lunch on Mr. Evans

The first person to answer the following 5 questions correctly will win lunch on Mr.
Evans. The questions are from the Black History Knowledge Bowl. Students that participated in the Knowledge Bowl are not eligible to compete.
1. She became the 28th commemorative stamp in the popular Black Heritage series. She was
a gifted vocalist, was one of the greatest classically trained singers of the 20th century, and
an important figure in the struggle of black Americans for racial equality. Who was she?
2. Located at 2658 Delmar Boulevard, it became a National Historic Landmark December
8, 1976. Name this residence that is the only building still in existence in the United States
that can be positively linked to this famous composer.
3. In 1948 this man became a staff photographer for Life magazine, the first African
American to hold that position. He became known for his portrayals of ghetto life, black
nationalists, and the civil rights movement, as well as a photo essay called “Flavio.” For
ten points, name this photographer.
4. In 1076, Muslims from the surrounding countries, calling themselves Almoravids, declared a holy war, or jihad, against this one kingdom, which then ceased to be a commercial
or military power. For ten points, name this kingdom.
5. Possibly the most famous of Miles Davis’ albums was by his 1959 sextet that included
saxophonists John Coltrane and Cannonball Adderley and pianist Bill Evans. For ten points,
name this album.
One day our descendants will think it incredible that we paid so much attention to things
like the amount of melanin in our skin or the shape of our eyes or our gender instead of
the unique identities of each of us as complex human beings.
—in Gloria Steinem, Outrageous Acts and Everyday Rebellions, 1983
Robert V. Evans
Director of Diversity

